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The study aimed to investigat.e the characteristic:s of Tlet wat.er requirement and the gross 
,"vater requirement of paddy field irrigation in diversified land use area. The net. water 
requirement, which is the net quantity of water demanded in paddy plot. is clarified using the 
tank model. Tbe tank model consisted of 6 sub tank i.e., irrigat.ion canal tank, paddy tank, 
upland tank, set.tlement. Lank, greenhouse tank and drainage canal tank. The main purpose of 
using the tank model is to find out. the acceptable values of outflow from each sub tank model. 
Results based on 4 years hist.orical data depicted tliat t.he paddy fidds yidded the dominant 
discharge compared to other land use type. The quantity of net ,,,,at.er requirement of paddy 
fields was obtained using the acceptable of the tank model. Furthermore, the deep percolation 
and sllrface runoff from paddy fields \vere the dominant. component of the net water 
requirement. 

The acceptable of the tank model ,,,,as applied for predicting thc gross water rcquirement. 
Intake water from Yamada weir of 1998 named as observed gross water requirement was used 
for simulating the gross water requirement. Results shO\'\.'ed that the observed gross \vater was 
slightly higher than the simulated gross water requirement. The simulated gross water 
requirement recommended as reference for deciding the gros~ water requirement in this area 
because of it.s efficiency. And the reasonable of simulated ponding depth also snpport.ed the 
result. Furthermore, the results of numerical treatment of gross 'vater requirement showed 
that the application of the gross water requirement of 5 nNs 'vas reasonable compared to other 
t.reatment.. 

INTRODUCTION 

It is well known that there are two kinds of water requirement i.e.) (1) net water 
requirement, and (2) gross \-vater requirement. Net ~ater requirement is the net quantity 
of water demanded in paddy plot. And gross water requirement shows the water quantity 
which should be diverted at diversion point each irrigation scheme (Mizutani, 1991). 
Ammmt of irrigation water given to paddy crops is one of the most essential things that 
has to be analyze not only for providing crop need to sustained high yield but also for 
reducing management loss of water operation in the system (Sasri et al. 1998). 

Increasing area of upland crops that was converted from paddy area caused the 
decreasing of paddy area. Usually, the decreasing of paddy area influenced the irrigation 
water supplied into paddy field system. However, it seemed that there was no significant 
changing of gross water requirement in spite of decrea.<;ing the paddy area in irrIgation 
scheme in this area, which was operated under traditional water right. This phenomenon 
means that application of gross \-vater requirement operated under traditional water right 
in this area did not be adjusted with real condition of water requirement in the fields. On 
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the other word, irrigation water supplied to paddy field system some times was higher 
than the real water requirement. 

Besides the conditions of soil properties and climate, the water requirements are 
strongly influenced by field management and canal management, which means that the 
knowledge of farmers in managing the paddy fields has to be considered as an important 
thing. Therefore, it is important to reevaluate the real condition of water requirement for 
increasing the high efficiency of water management in this area. 

This study aimed to investigate the characteristics of the net 'vater requirement in 
paddy plot and the gross water requirement that is done by clarifying the water balance 
phenomena in a plot paddy field system. The water balance is clarified using a logical 
tank model. The main purpose of using the tank model is to find out the acceptable 
values of out flow from each sub tank modeL Historical 4 years of observation discharge 
data (1979-1982) in a plot paddy model were used for simulating water cyclic in the area 
using the tank modeL The performance of simulated discharge and the quantity of net 
water requirement were obtained. The acceptable of tank model was used for predicting 
the gross water requirement in the area. In this case, the intake water from Yamada weir 
of 1998 was taken as the input parameter to the area. Furthennore, numerical treatment 
of gross water requirement was also discussed for finding the reasonable of operation and 
water management in this area. 

DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA 

The research was carried out as a case study of paddy irrigation system in diversified 
land use area in Asakura Town, Fukuoka Prefecture, Kyushu, Japan as sho¥VTI in Fig. l. 
The area is flat. The yearly average temperature is 16°C and the annual rainfall is 
approximately 1800mm. The soil condition is porous and has low ground water table. 
Fig. 1 show the schematic representation of study area in paddy plot model. Irrigation 
water for the paddy fields system is taken from Yamada Weir delivering into irrigation 
canal using open chaIUlel system. 

Typical of water circulation in the area is presented in Fig. 2. Paddy field system 
consists of 6 sub system i.e., irrigation canal, paddy fields, greenhouses, upland fields, 
settlement areas and drainage canal. Inflow from irrigation canal onto paddy field system 
is done for fulfilling the water demand of paddy fields and upland fields. Meanwhile, the 
water demand of greenhouses is taken from ground water. Deep percolation from paddy 
fields, greenhouses and upland fields are considered a~ water loss frum the system. On 
the contrary, outflow from each component of paddy field system due to seepage and 
surface flow is appeared in drainage canal. Furthermore~ tJw total Qropserved inflow and 
outflow of irrigation canal and drainage canal in Fig. 1 were used for simulating the water 
cyclic in the system. Based on this typical of water circulation, a complex tank model for 
simulating water cyclic in the system was constructed as presented in Fig. 3. 

Furthermore, physical data of surveyed area is shown in Table 1. Generally, it 
present that paddy fields occupy the dominant area compared to other types of land use. 
The increasing of upland area causes the decreasing of paddy area. 
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Jo'ig. 1. Schematic representation of study area in Asakura 
TOWIl, Fukuoka Prefecture, Japan. 

Table 1. Physical data of surveyed area. , 
Paddy fields Upland fields Greenhouses Settlement areas 

(haJ (hal (hal (ha) 

10.66 0.44 2.66 1 
10.00 1.10 2.66 1 
8.48 2.62 2.66 1 
8.52 2.28 2.96 1 
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Total 
(hal 

14.76 
14.76 
14.76 
14.76 
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Fig. 2. Typical \\-o.ter circulation in the paddy field system. 

MODEL APPROACH 

There were three main v,rorks of analysis have been carried out for clarifying the 
water requirement phenomena. First is to make clearly the water balance and concerning 
component using a Tank Model for simulating the wate r cyclic in the plot model. 
Observed 4years of historical discharge data (Kuroda, 1985) had been used for sim
ulation. Furt.hermore, the performance of simulated discharge and the net water require
ment are obtained. Second is to use the acceptable of Tank Model for predicting the 
gross water requirement. In this case, intake water from Yamada weiI of 1998 that was 
known as the observed water requirement had been used as input water for simulating 
the gross water requirement. Last is to carry out the numerical treatment of gross water 
requirellleJll thal is also conducted using the acceptable tank model for finding the 
reasonable of operation and water management in this area. 

Water Balance in the System 
The water balance in the paddy irrigation system was analyzed using a complex tank 

model as shown in Fig. 3. The tank model was consisted of 6 sub tank model i.e., the 
irrigation canal tank, the paddy t.a.nk, the upland tank, the settlement tank, the 
greenhouse tank and the drainage canal tank. From Pig. 8, the water balance is expressed 
as follows. 

luj gabon cUna! tank : 
Xic;=X iCJ-J + Qinicj + Ricj'J-Qinpd~ -Qinltg -Eic) - Qou-ti.c; (1) 
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Paddy tank: 
Xpd,:Xpd" + Qinpd, + Rpd,-DPpd,-Evtpd,-Qoutpd, 

Upland tank: 
XUpj~XUp, + Qinup, + Rup,-DPup-Evtup,-Qoutup 

Settlement tank : -
Xst,,=Xsti 1+ Rstj-Es(,-Qoutst; 

Greenhouse tank: 
Xgh, ~Xgh,., + Pghj + Rgh,-DPghj-Evtgh,-Qontghj 

Drainai!e tank: 
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(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

XdCi~Xdci_' + Rdci + Qindc;+ Qoutpdj+ Qoutupj+ QouL<t, + Qoulghj-EdcrQautdci 
(6) 

'VIlhere, j is present period; Xl:C" Xpd j , Xup;! Xst.., Xghj and Xdcj are height of water 
storage in irrigation canal, paddy fields, upland fields, settlement areas, greenhouses and 
drainage canal at period j, respectively; Xici_1, Xpd,_1) XUPi_l" Xstj 1, XghJ_1 and Xdcj-l are 
height of water storage in irrigation canal, paddy fields, upland fields 1 settlement areas, 
greenhouses and drainage canal at period j-1, respectively; Ric), Rpd;, Rupj) Rstj , RghJ 

and Rdc j are rainfall into irrigation canal, paddy fields, upland fields, settlement areas, 
greenhouses and drainage canal at period j, respectively; Qinic}, Qh~pdh QinupJ and 
Qindc, are inflow into irrigation canal, paddy fields, upland fields and drainage canal at 
period j, respectively; DPpd" DPup, and DPgh, are deep percolation in paddy fields, 
upland fields and greenhouses at period j, respectively; Pghi is pumped water originated 
from ground water into greenhouses at period j; Etc), Est and Edcj are evaporation from 
irrigation canal, settlement areas and drainage canal at period j, respectively. Evtpdj , 

Evtup; and Evtgh, are evapotranspiration from paddy fields, upland area and greenhouses 
at period j, respectively. Qout-icj , Qoutpdj , Qoutnp), Qoutstj , Qoutgh; and QoutdcJ are 
outflow from irrigation canal, paddy fields, upland fields, settlement areas, greenhouses 
and drainage canal at period}, respectively; 

Construction of Tank Model for Analysis 
As presented in Fig. 3 1 first, the terms of rainfall and inilow into drainage canal were 

input parameters for the irrigation canal tank. The evaporation, the outflow from 
drainage canal to out of system and the outflow both into paddy fields and into upland 
fields were considered as the output parameters for the irrigation canal tank. Much of 
water was supplied into paddy fields and other was used supplementary for upland fields. 
Second, the terms of rainfall and inflow from irrigation canal into paddy fields were 
treated as the input parameters for the paddy tank. The deep percolation and the water 
flows from paddy fields into drainage canal and the evapotranpiration from paddy fields 
were dealt as the output parameters for the paddy tank Third, the terms of rainfall and 
inflmv from irrigation canal into upland fields were considered as the input parameters for 
the upland tank. The deep percolation and the water flows from upland fields into 
drainage canal and the evapotranspiration [rom upland fields were dealt as the output 
parameters for the upland tank. Fourth, the term of rainfall into settlement areas was 
treated as the input parameters for the settlement tank, The outflow from settlement 
areas into drainage canal and the evaporation from settlement areas were dealt as the 
output parameters for the settlement tank. Fifth, the terms of pumped water from 
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ground water into greenhouses was treated as the input paramet.ers for the greenhouse 
tank . The outflow from greenhouses into drainage cana l and the evaporation from 
greenhouses were dealt as the output parameters fo r the greenhouse tank. Finally, the 
terms of rainfall, inflow from the upper block and outflow from paddy fields, upland fields, 
settlement areas and greenhouses into drainage canal were treated as the input 
parameters for the drainage canal tank. The evaporation and the outflow from drainage 
canal were treated as the output parameters for the drainage tank. 
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Fig. 3. The Complex Tank Model fo r SimuJaung \Vater G)-clie in the System. 



Sub tank 

Paramet.ers 

the size of 
outlet 

the height of 
outlet (mrn) 
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Table 2. Obtained coefficient..') of the tank model. 

Irrigation 
canal tank 

j,e 1 =0.1224, 
1:c2=O.2247, 
icOf=O.3012 

hicI=3, 
hic2=50, 
hieo1=l 

Paddy 
Tank 

pd/ o 01OO1, 
pd2 0 0.4711, 
pdOoO.3244 

hpdhlO, 
hpd20 50 

Upland 
tank 

upO=O.3879, 
upJo 0.4274 

hupO=27, 
hup/o30 

Greenhouse 
tank 

ghOo02879, 
ghf =0.4023 

hghOo 28 

Settlement 
tank 

stlc::O.5442 

8t1=0.5442 
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Drainage 
tank 

dchO.7024 

hde=3 

The performance of water operation in the system is extremely dependent upon the 
accuracy of the estimated runoff due to the limitation of observed discharge data. 
Therefore, the tank model was rW1 in two steps. First is to nm the sub irrigation canal 
tank. In this case, the target is to find out the reasonable water inflow into paddy fields 
and upland fields. Furthermore, the parameters of the model that are constant 
coefficients of height of outlet, the outlet and initial water depth for irrigation canal tank 
are obtained. The simulated and observed outflow discharges from irrigation canal were 
used for examining accuracy of the model. The optimal combination of coefficients was 
obtained from minimizing the objective fW1ction J as shmvn in equation (7). Second is to 
nm all of sub tank models, the simulated and observed outflow discharges from drainage 
canal were used for examining accuracy of the model. Furthermore, equation (7) was 
also used for obtaining the optimal combination of coefficients. The obtained coefficients 
of the tank model are presented in Table 2. 

J =:t C Qo,- Qc,)' IQo, (7) 
;"1 

Where n is nwnber of data, Qo; and Qc; are observed discharge and simulated discharge, 
respectively. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Performance of simulated discharge 
Using the optimized values of the Tank Model parameters, simulation of the daily 

discharge can be run. Figure 4 shows the performance of simulated discharge from 
drainage canal. Results shows that the optimized parameters produce the simulated 
discharges are close to the observed ones. 

Fig. 5 shows the water discharge components due to the type of land use in the 
system. Results show that the discharge from paddy fields is the dominant part. The 
discharge from upland fields is the second ones. And the .discharge from settlement areas 
is the third ones, which only appear when the rainfall happens in the system. The 
discharge from greenhouses is the minor part compared to those from the other fields. 

Fig. 6 displays the water discharge component from paddy fields for 4 years analysis. 
It can be seen that percolation is the dominant discharge, which is around 32.68mm/day 
due to the high porosity of soil. The second one is the surface discharge around 
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Fig.4. Observed and simulated discharge from drainage canal (l4.7Gha). 
Note: FromJul. to. Oct. (ln7!), 1981, 1(182), Jul. to Sep. (1980). 
This condition is also same for the other graphs. 

24.68 mm/day The seepage is the minor part compared to other discharge around 
9. 14 mrnIday. 

Net Water Requirement Analysis 
This is the net quantity of water demanded in paddy plot and expn~ssed in the 

folloVlring equation. 

}.,rWRFDPpd,+Qoutpd,+Evtpd,-Rpd, (8) 
Qoutpd,=QSrpd, + QSppd, (9) 

\\I"here: .NtllR} is the net. quantity \vater requirement at period j; CJSrpdj and QSppd'j are 
the surface discharge and the seepage from paddy fields, respectively. The meaning of 
other symbol in equation (8) is same as mentioned in equation (2). 
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Fig. 7. Simulated net water requirement of paddy fields (14.76 ha). 

Figure 7 presents the net \vater requirement for 4 years analysis. The graph sho\VS 
that the net water requirements have a same pattern, except for 1980 due to the lack of 
amount data. The averages of the net water requirement for 1979, 1980, 1981 and 1982 
were around 60.20rrnnJday, 37.14rrnnJday. 74 . .33mrnlday and 63.90rrnnJday, respectively. 
Furthermore, the average data of 1980 was neglected because this value did not show a 
reasonable result. From the data of 1979, 1981 and 1982, the average of net. "vater 
requirement was around 66.14mmJday. tn this area, the deep percolation and the surface 
discharge were the dominant components of net water requirement as shoVvTl in Fig. 6. 
The performance of water management, especially for field management that is reflected 
by the amount of the surface discharge, has to be concerned for increasing the efficiency 
of \vater management itself. Maruyama et al. (1995) reported that irrigation \vater for 
field management conducted for various proposes such as drainage of ponded water, mid 
summer drainage, fertilizer or chemical solvent and \vater management labor. The 
amount o[ irrigaLioIl waler [or field managemenl relaLes Lo Lhe kIlO\vledge of fanner ill 
operating the irrigation water. So, the irrigation for Held management can be minimizes 
as long as the fanner operates the irrigation water in a strict condition. Furthermore, the 
amount of deep percolation seemed to be constant because the deep percolation was 
affect.ed by the soil porosit.y. Although Raga (1992) reported that. soil-drcssL.-n,g met.hod 
could be implemented for controlling percolation, the famlers did not adopt the method 
to their paddy fields. 

Gross Water Requirement Analysis 
l'he ::.:tlldy area was arollnd 69f) h8 conslsterl of parlrly fields G140ha), llplanrl fidds 

(244ha), greenhouses (72ha) and settlement areas (89ha). The plot model of paddy 
fields that \vas discussed above included inside of this area. The intake water from 
Yamada weir of 1998 named .observed gross \vater requirement was taken as the input 
parameter to the area. The target of this work was t.o predict the gross \vater require
ment llsing the acceptable tank model and to verify again the accuracy of the tank modeL 
Furthermore, the simulated gross water requirement shows the ".rater quantity that 
should be diverted at diversion point in each irrigation scheme is expressed in equation 
(10). 
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\\There: GW~ is gross water requirement at period j; eM} is the amount of water IJlat is 
lost by the management canal system; RdP! is the rainfaU in diversion point ; RE., is amOLmt 
of reuse ,vater. 

Fig. 8 displays the observed gross water requirement (OGWR) , the simulated gross 
water requirement (SGWR), the simulated canal management (SCM) and the simulated 
poneling depth (SPD). The simulat.ed gross water requirement and simulated eanal man
agement were obtained from the application' of the acceptable tank model. Fig. 8 presents 
that the average of the observed gross water requirement (71.95Ifun/day) was sl ightly 
higher than th e average of the simulated gross water requirement (62.37 mm/day). It 
depicts tha t the acceptable tank model can be used for predicting the gross water 
requirement in the area. Furthermore , the average of simulated poneling depth 
(33.64 mm/day) and the average of canal management (32.45 mm/day) were also rea
sonable as Sh O",,"11 in Fig. B. 

In this area, th e Land Improvement District (LID), which is the water Uf-le r 
association, dedrles the gross water requirement. The gross water requirement usually 
ranged of 5-6 m'!s (ranged of 62.16- 74.59 nunfday). It means that the simulaled gross 
water requirement (62.37 nun/day) "'"35 more efficient. The simulated ponding depth also 
supporled this argument. In the other word, the LID can use the simulated gross water 
requirement as reference for deciding the gross wat.er requirement in this area. 

Numerical Treatment of Gross Water Requirement 
Anot.her method in evaluating th e gross water requirement is to analyze the 

reasonability of gross water requirement itself. In this case, numerical treatment of gross 
water requirement was considered as the quantity that should be diyerted in diversion 
point . The numerical treatment of gross water requiremell t was consisted of 1 m 1/S, 
3 m"!s, 5 m"!s, 7 mYs and 9 mYs. The simulated panding depth of paddy fields was taken as 
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standard for evaluating the reasonability of the gross water requirement. Usually, the 
actual ponding depth ranges of 30-50 mm/day. Furthermore, the increasing quantity of 
the nnmerical treatment of gross \vater requirement tends to produce the increasing the 
irrigation water for the canal management. Therefore, the irrigation wat.er for the canal 
management has also to be considered for finding the reasonable \-vater requirement. 

Fig. 9 depicts the simulated ponding depth and canal management due to numerical 
treatment of gross \-vater requirement. Fig. 9 shmvs that the input. quantity of gross water 
requirement below 5 m'!s can not yield a reasonable ponding depth (less than 
30 nun/day). In this situation, the growth of paddy crops will be disturbed due to the lack 
of available water. Furthermore, the increasing quantity of gross ,",vater requirement from 
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Numerical Treatment of Gross Water Requirement 
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Fig. 9. Simulated ponding depth and canal management due t.o numerical 

treatment of gross water requirement (695 ha). 
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7 mOlls up to 9 m3/s will also prodllce t he increasing irrigation wat,er for canal management 
from 41.fi!imm/day up to 53mm1day. In t.he other word. the water loss due to the canal 
management tended to increase too. it means that. the application of the gross water 
requirement that \vas more than 5 m"/s categorized inefficient. This phenomenon depict
ed that the gross water req uirement of 5 m'ls was reasonable to he applied lor paddy lield 
system in this area, \vhich was provide the ponding dept.h of 33.16 mm/day. 

CONC LUSIONS 

The tank model can be used for clarifying t.he water r equirement phenomena in 
paddy field system ill this arca. Using the acceptable tank model, tlle daily discharge can 
be conducted. Resull.s based on historical data shows that the paddy fields yielded the 
dominant discharge compared to the other land use type. The quan t ity of net water 
requirement was around 66. 14 nun/day that was obtained using the accept.able of the tank 
model in this area. The deep percolation and the surface runoH from the paddy fields 
were the dominant component of the net water requirement , which \Vere around 
~~ .68mm/day and 2468mm/day. respectively. 

The acceptable of the tank model was applied [or predicting the gross water 
requirement. Results showed that the observed gross water of 1998 was slightJy higher 
than the s imulated gross water requireme nt, WILich were around 71 .95 mm/day and 
6~L~7 mm/day , respectively. The simulated g.-oss wate r requirement can be taken as 
reference for deciding the gross wal.er requirement in th is area because it is more 
efficient . The simulated ponding depth also supported this result, \vhich was around 
33.64nun/day. 

The results of numerical treatment of gross water requirement showed that the 
application of 5 m:l/s was reasonable compared to other treatment. The application of 
gross water requirement less than 5 m"/s VIi.lJ. disturb the grov...1:h of paddy crops due the 
shortage water in this condition. On t he contrary, the applica tion or gross waler require
ment. more than 5 m:J/s wi ll produce the incre:.sing of canal managemeIlt (water loss) from 
t.he system, which mean t.hp performance of water management categorized inefficieIlt. 
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